
As you continue to study the Ruby Chalice Visitations of My  
Heart and as you strive to enter within the Chalice of your own 

Heart to discover who you are, I should like to share with you a greater 
understanding of the Essence of the Reality of your God Presence and 
the unreality of your human ego. 

Many, from the earliest times of their childhood, recall only the 
emerging human ego and the process of making decisions based solely 
on material facts in reaction to all of the external experiences you have 
been subjected to. If you are fortunate, there yet remains within you 
the inner connection with your Holy Christ Self, which was forged at 
a very young age and  encouraged and allowed to expand and become 
the strengthening rod by which you assess all other facts and imposed 
disciplines.

As you continued to grow and learn the ways of the world, even 
where there was the initial conscious tie with your Holy Christ Self at 
early ages, you began to move away from the intrinsic values that had been 
so very much a part of your beginning. It was not that those subsequent 
engagements in the world were so terribly wrought, but were they 
divinely intended for you? Were they the Christ-like garments that you 
were called upon by your own God Presence to wear? 

So in the course of learning how to make wise decisions and what 
voices to heed and adhere to, you realized that as an individual 
with a heart, with a voice, and with a will to do, you could take action,  
raise your voice and create. Many of your creations were satisfying to your 
lifestream, thereby encouraging you to continue pursuing that same 
course. Moreover, when those around you would congratulate you 
and reward you with earthly treasures, you determined that this was 
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indeed the right course of action. You became self-assured that the path 
of worldly solutions was the path for you.

By now the still, small voice of the Heart, of your own Holy Christ 
Self, had receded somewhere into the far background of your life 
experiences. For you had learned to hear only the voice of the human 
mind, to respond to the desires of the flesh, and to hold in vision only the 
accomplishments of this world. This automatic mechanism became your 
suit of armor, allowing you to move about here and there, holding your 
head high with the self-assurance that you had indeed accomplished 
great things. You had brought forth into manifestation the creations 
of your own imagination. And yes, all around you acclaimed your 
achievements.

With your eye upon the future, you envisioned yourself in all 
manner of creative activity along the same lines, earning even greater 
acclaim. Did you ever consider what allowed you this opportunity of 
creation? Where, ultimately, did the Light and Energy come from 
to perform the works for which you so graciously took credit? 

Those who have been students of the inner teachings from the 
Ascended Masters have been reminded, time and time again, of the 
greater benefits and greater works that come forth from the Light of 
their own God Presence when that Presence is allowed to act. The Light 
itself is impersonal as it comes through the Crystal Cord and enters 
into the chakras. What you do with that Light is wholly another story. 
Again, where did those good works ultimately originate? Were they 
strictly born of your own mind? Were they of your own hands? What 
propelled that mind and guided those hands if not the Light of God? 
And when that Light came forth, was there the proper understanding 
of the responsibility for its wise use? 

So many times, from your very earliest childhood, you have 
determined that you have performed a great work. With chest puffed 
high, shoulders drawn back, and head raised, you have taken the credit. 
Even when with false humility, you have publicly refused to accept the 
acclaim, you knew beneath the surface that you personally did take the 
credit. Consider for a moment: Did you act with the understanding 
that your Holy Christ Self was fully engaged with you,  or was it in 
ignorance of the Law? Were you, in fact, engaged with your Holy Christ 
Self and knew it not, or have you sincerely desired that the credit and 
the acclaim rightfully belonged to the Heart of God, your own God 
Presence, from whence has come all of any lasting worth or value? 
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Many students yet do not realize the false humility they project, 
patting themselves on the back and giving their outer self the glory, 
when in reality the Light of their accomplishments has come forth 
from their own God Presence. You receive daily the Light of God 
—  this is the Light which enables you to breathe, which beats your 
heart, which moves your hands and allows you to think. Your Holy 
Christ Self stands patiently waiting for every opportunity to engage in 
your life, to bring you the Wisdom of your own God Presence and the 
Directing Intelligence to guide your lifestream into all areas of divine 
accomplishment and the great lessons yet to be learned. That is the 
desire of your God Presence. 

Absent the role of the Holy Christ Self, one most certainly can take 
credit for one’s own accomplishments but, in reality, they are only the 
accomplishments of another round of earthly incarnation while passing 
through these physical octaves,  bearing the vain fruit of more human 
creation. 

Hopefully, following the soul’s transition into Devachan, there 
will be an opportunity to continue to learn and to practice creating the 
beautiful. Hopefully, all unfulfilled desires will be realized there, so 
that when you come into incarnation once again, you will find a better 
opportunity to listen for the inner voice of your Holy Christ Self and to 
receive that divine guidance intended to keep you on track. Know full 
well that it is never the human ego that accomplishes any great work; 
rather, the Light and the Talents belong to your own God Presence.

When there is not the acknowledgement of the Holy Christ Self 
and God Presence, and when one continues to ignore their own God 
Source, electing instead to do all on one’s own part, know full well that 
the accomplishments and the fruit will not carry the highest vibration 
or the greatest benefit either to your life or any other aspect of life, as 
was the lawful expectation of your own God Presence.

You may accomplish many tasks. You may create many things. But 
they will not all be the creations of God. Only the co-creative process 
with your God Presence, engaged and directing the outcome, will 
give you the opportunity to give credit where credit is truly due, and 
that is to your own Divine Self. I repeat, any time you may be tempted 
to give yourself the credit for an accomplishment, consider instantly 
the Light of your God Presence.

Look through the eyes of your own God Presence in honor and 
gratitude, for the hallmarks of the true Disciple on the Path are 
Humility in Love, and Gratitude to God. 
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Recognize that the outermost expression of your God Presence is 
the physical Body Temple that you wear. Allow for the Body Temple, 
that vehicle designed to accommodate the physical expression 
of your God Presence, to be the veritable hands and feet of your 
Presence. Understand that your physical body is furnished to you in 
order to perform the works expressly desired by your God Presence 
to be accomplished here in this world of form. Your bodies are all 
connected at the Heart. Your God Presence, your Holy Christ Self, and 
your Body Temple, each resonate with the same Heart.

Know who you are!
When there is the correct understanding of creation and how the 

Light of God performs the perfect works through you, there cannot 
be anything in your world but Divine Humility. You then understand 
that you have only been the vehicle — that the true Directing 
Intelligence is the part of your life that is God.
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